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SGA Fund
Revision a
Possiblity for
Noxt Term
K ristie Cattati

Assistant News Editor

Money collected from the
Student Government Association
fee from tuition by the university
could be distributed differently by
the end of the semester in hopes of
collecting interest off of the money,
Melissa Revesz, SGA Treasurer,™
said.
According to Cathy Coryat, uni
versity controller of the treasury
and finance department, the cur
rent money arrangement between
the SGA and the university has
been in effect since the ‘90s.
There is no set. budget for
SGA fees; instead, each month a
$100,000 check is written for the
SGA from the university. At the
end of the year, any money left
over is reconciled and given to the
SGA.
Recently, Coryat talked to
Revesz and Fatima deCarvalho,
director of the Center for Student
Involvement and SGA financial
advisor, about the current money
arrangement.
“The SGA gets everything we
collect,” said Coryat. “It’s just a
matter of how much and when.”
An option being considered is,
after the final course drop date,
having one large sum of money
given to the SGA instead of month
ly installments.
After the final drop date for
classés, the university will know
the exact number of students reg
istered and how much money from
the student fees there will be. SGA
fees are included in tuition.
A full-time undergraduate stu
dent is charged $48.90, while a
part-time student is charged $3.26
per credit.

SGA student fees are approxi
mately $1.2 million.
Since the SGA is a non-prof
it organization, they are able to
make interest off the money they
are given. “We are trying to find
something where money is acces-

“We are frying to
find something
where money is
accessible and can
make interest...
We don’t want the
money just sitting
there.”
M elissa Revesz

SGA Treasurer

SUPER TUESDAY
H o w D o Th eP rn
A ffe c t Y o u ?
Karl de Vries
frIitor-uvChief

Twontv-four states, including
New Jersey, held either primaries or
caucuses on^Supef Tuesday," fhb. 5,
M l
to determine the 20138 ffresidenlial
candidates.
At Montclair State University,
students of voting age and politi
cal awareness followed the develop
ments of one. of the more hotly con
tested elections in recent American
history. According to some students,.
such as soj&omore Tom.Pheasant,^
22, this jlfection has generated sig
nificant interest from young voters.
¡ggfP “I’m old enough to understand
I what’s going on, and we have two
|yery charismatic people running for
The same party that I am p e rso n a l^
for,” said P e a sa n t, a hum anitiS||
major from Maribóro.
Not all MSU students agree w ith! Of NJ R e p u b lic a n s
P h e a s a n ^ ^ ^ ^ S . Dina RacCiktfi, * V o t e d M c C a i n
am* u n d lfflfiaso p h o m o re ,# frci|
Hjlbken, said that voting wmi á
m atter of finding the available rare.
*“fi|e popular vote doesn’t m atter thal much; we te ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p r th e last election;* she
said.
^ ¡|
^Senior molecular ^ N É É § H É Alejandra VillalovosipWH y th e B ^ ||^ s a y s she feels
sd to vote b e c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ fc h e right [to vote for^me pen^n who has the best ideas
for :

sible and can make interest,” said
Revesz. “We don’t want the money
just sitting there.”
Revesz is currently doing
research on other options for the
money if it were to be given in one
large amount by talking to a bank
manager.
One of the possible choices
would be to put the money in a
non-profit portfolio. “We started to
look at the possibilities of changes,
but there are no conclusions yet,”
Coryat said.
“Finding a good place to put
money is- getting harder because
[interest] rates are going down,”
Revesz said. She said certain
Continued on Page 4

emerged as
ifïcanhÉav orthe election thus far, Senator John5
Jte Republican favorite
the nraugB kn of his party, while Democratic senators
Hillary O ^^H H jU B arack' Obama e sS H H lk p lit the day.
With
months to ■go mH H general November election, the two
Democratic fro i^ U d p S n sm in cipse i S j P f f s to ^ ^ i |^ u l a t e d delegates that are
accessary to win ui€ nomination. While Clinton claims the slight edge over Obama, the
¡2008 campaign has yet p&produce a convincing iavorifce among party knggjists.
jjjd n an exit poll conduced by CNN, Obama topped Clinton 59 p e ^ ^ f c ) 39 percent
among 17- to 29-year-oIdswho voted in New Jersey.
^ ^ ^ p ie Cojunniter Lounge on Tuesday evening, members of Lambda Theta Phi hosted
a Super T ueg ^^^g il, watching the results on television. According to chapter vice president^Kevin Rozo, a senior accounting major who organized the event, the intended goal
v to increase campus awareness and “share each other’s views.” He added that while
the chaphr expected a Unger turnout, “there's never a large turnout for voting” among
college students.
I
■ ■
One of the traditional activities of Lambda Theta Phi is voting registration, which they
last did in the 2006 election season. In fact, MSIFs Kappa chapter of Lambda Theta Phi
was so successful two years ago th at they were recognized for their efforts with a $2,000
scholarship, which was used to help fund the orgam lB B k Chapter president Jonathon
*■

Continued on Page 3
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Feb 4: A student reported damage to a window in his residence in Botin Hall.
¡1 Feb 4î A student reported simple assault domestic violence aga

W

in Bohn Halt. Charges are pending at this time H H H
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A student reported the theft of her wallet from her unsecured backpack while in Mallory Hall. The
wallet has since been recovered.
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Feb 4: A student reported damage to two tires on his vehicle parked in Lot 45.

Feb 4: Imperial Parking reported the theft of a parking boot that was on a vehicle parked in Lot 24A.
Feb 4: A student reported the
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Michelle Tomaszewski was elect
ed President Pro Tempere after
her two opponents dropped
out.
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rects its factual errors. If you
think that we've made a mis
take in a story, please call
Editor-in-Chief Karl de Vries at
Ie x t.5235. - I >
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Primaries
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Continued From Page 1
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Gaugler, a senior communications studies major, said they plan to begin a sim ilar driva before the spring semester closes, “mainly for the purpose of educating on
the importance of registering to voté and voting.’’
ÜÜ1

Having been endorsed by such state political luminaries as Gov. Jon Corzine and Rep. Bill Pascrell of NJ’s 8th district (which encompasses MSU), Clinton cruised
to a Garden State victory over Obama of Illinois by a margin of 54 to 44 percent of the state vote. At stake are N.J.’s 107 Democratic delegates who are decided by
the results of Super Tuesday; there are also 20 “superdelegates,” party notables who can endorse candidates of their personal choosing later.
.• ;

Far more pronounced was McCain’s N.J. victory, resulting in 55 percent of the vote, compared to that of former Mass. Gov. M itt Romney, the runner-up at 28 per
cent. Where the Democratic party allows losing candidates to retain the votes of the districts that went in their favor, New Jersey is a winner-take-all state for the
GOP; McCain, therefore, has added the 52 delegates to his total.
Y
c
- .
1 |J
;.
, , . .
.
.
The objective of the prim ary season, therefore, is for the candidates to secure a majority of delegates in an effort to convince their party that they’re the premier
candidate. 2,025 of a total 4,049 delegates represent the majority for Democrats, while 1,191 of 2,380 total delegates is the Republican goal.
Prim ary elections, which are different from caucus proceedings, result in a final vote for their respective states. Caucuses result in a series of votes on a variety
of levels, Often between the general population and congressional and state officials. For example, Iowa may have been the state that kicked off prim ary season on
Jan. 3, but the state’s final tallies may not be completed for another couple of months. Y
y
‘'V - T C 1» ~
i
*
~
J H - '■
For decades, New Jersey has traditionally been a democratic presidential stronghold; in fact, New Jersey hasn’t voted Republican for a presidential candidate since
selecting George H.W. Bush over his Democratic rival, Michael Dukakis, in 1988.
' ..
—
. 2008 marks the first presidential election without either the incumbent president or vice president seeking the nomination of his party since 1932. The 2008
Presidential Election is to be held nationwide oh Nov. 4.

Who Voted in N.J.

YOUR PRIMARY
CALENDAR

C andidates not lis te d w ere not calculated.

n
Feb9
Louisiana Ip]
Nebraska [c]
W ashington fc]
Virgin Islands fpj
Feb 10
Maine [c]

Feb 12
D istrict of Colum bia fp]
Maryland fp]
Virginia fp]

Feb 12
D istrict of Columbia fp]
Maryland fp]
Virginia fp]

Feb 16
Guam fo]

Feb 19
Hawaii fc]
W isconsin fp]
Mar 4
Ohio fp]
Rhode Island fp]
Texas fa f
Vermont fp]

Source; Time/CHN
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Mar 11
M ississippi fp]
Apr 22
Pennsylvania fp]
May 3
Guam fp]
May 9
Indiana fp)
North Carolina fp]
13
West Virginia fp]

6. MHt Romney
iì**t
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Sitmm
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Feb 9
Louisiana [p]
Kansas [c]
W ashington [c]

20

Kentucky fp]
Oregon fp]
«tones
Montana [pj
South Dakota fp]

Feb 19
W isconsin fp]
Feb 23
American Samoa fc]
4
Ohio fp]
Rhode Island
i x m [pj
Texas
Verimont fp]
Apr 5
Virgin Islands fo)
Apr 22
Pennsylvania fp]
M
Mjmjtn C
mmf
9L

indiana fp]
North Carolina hi]
May 17
Hawaii fej
North Carolina fpj
May 20
Kentucky [pj
Oregon fpj
May 27
Idaho fp]
June 3
New Mexico fp]
South Dakota fpj
12

Social n etw o rks su ch as Face b o o k a llo w ca n d id a te s to rea ch yo u ng vo ters on a m ass le ve l. Faceb o o k
ap p licatio n s lik e th e o n e ab o ve give us an id e a o f h o w the ca n d id a te s ap p eal to co lle g e students.

Nebraska fc]
Puerto Rico fcf
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Campus Experiences Several Floods in Recent Week
Jackie Z yg ad lo

Assistant News Editor

Over the past week, three spots
on campus have had to close brief
ly due to flooding, but not from the
recent downpours. There was also
a sulfurous odor emanating from
Sprague Library.
Café Diem was closed on Jan.
29 from about 8:30 a.m. until 12:30
p.m. because of an underground
sanitary or sewer line that was
backed up through the building.
“Any running water [goes
through this line]. There was a
flood of clear water that was, then
snaked out,” said Walter Eddy,
director of facilities maintenance
and engineering.
Grease was also found in the
sanitary line that serves many
buildings through an underground

system.
Sprague Library was briefly
closed on Eeb. 1 until 10:30 a.m.
According to Eddy, one of the bat
teries in the emergency lighting
system’s backups overheated and
emitted a sulfur-like smell, which
an employee thought may have
been the sewer line again.
Sprague Library was “kept
closed until the outdoor air damp
eners were opened to flush the
building out with fresh air,” said
Walter Watkins, assistant vicepresident for facilities. “Fresh
air is always integrated into the
buildings,” said Eddy.
Stone Hall was also flooded on
Jan. 31 due to a broken sprinkler
that caused water to flood into the
hall on the first floor. The water
was turned off, and housekeeping
worked to remove the water.

Cafe Diem is
closed
S o rry fo r the

inconvenience
Will be
opening
shortly
Justina Villanueva | The.Montdarion
Students and fa cu lty o utsid e C a fé D ie m on Tuesday, Jan. 2 9 w aite d a n x io u sly fo r it to o pen fo r lu n ch aro un d
n oo n . Signs w e re posted to sp read th e w o rd w h ile w o rk e rs inside, cle a n e d th e m ess fro m th e flo o d .

S6A

Continued From Page 1

After the check is given, it is
then placed into the SGA bank
.
ll the mun> i iigiv* iitothi SI,V •Kionnt
An example of SGA fees being
in one l.iige -mil, it 'vill help eim*
the SGA more flexibility. deCarv- distributed from the university
alho said
¡¡¡I was in 2007. In October, $200,000
“The basis of the unappropri was given because no money was
ated «urplus fund is money antic distributed in September. “In that
ipated from the university,” she year, we didn’t make the payment,”
said “We do not actually have it Coryat said.
yet j j
.
||j J B
In June of 2007, there was a
Alter the money is collected remaining balance of $12,006 25
from tuition payments, it is pooled left over in SGA fees after the
together “The monev collected $100,000 was given each month.
from student fees goes into u uni Therefore, in June, only a check for
versity bank account first,” Angelo that given amount was given, as
Parente, assistant controller, said. opposed to the normal $100,000.
Revesz hopes there will be a
“The money gets deposited, and
then a check is written and picked new arrangement by the end of
this semester. - ■
up from tiie SGA ”
H
options would be unprofitable
hi-LdUsi el tin it lev. inti’ie-t i,lit-,

SGA Budget

money distributed to the SGA in 2007

Oct. 23, 2006
Nov, 9, 2006

I

$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

May 7, 2007

$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000

June 7, 2007

$ 1 2 ,0 6 6

Dec. 5, 2006
Jan. 8, 2007
Jan. 22, 2007
Feb. 7, 2007
March 13, 2007
April 12, 2007

Justina Villanueva I The Montdarion
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Shoot

Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

Before coming to college, many prospective stu
dents are given the sage-like advice of “be careful of
the food.” Most kids scoff and brush it off. They fail
to realize the underlying truth in that statement.
College food sucks. There is no avoiding it. But just
how much does it suck? Well, that’s another question
entirely.
Here at Montclair State University, eating at
Blanton is always an adventure. Like a mighty hunter
entering a jungle, all students walk into thè cafeteria
with a rush of adrenaline, hunger and a dash of fear.
Upon entering Chez Blanton, a consumer is met with
a group of different islands, each mak
ing up a specific food bar.

The Fruit/Vegan Bar: This is
the first bar on the menu. Half 1
of the bar is dedicated to several «
trays of fruit, such as oranges, , m
apples and bananas. If you’re J
into bruises, this is the bar for Jjj
you. The other half of the bar is ■
dedicated to options for vegans
like mac & cheese or various ethnic
dishes. Each is as disgusting as the
last.
The Salad Bar: One starts jgj
out hopeful when faced with
this possibility. Salad. They
can’t dèstroy salad. Alas,
they have. The vegetables
are wilted, the macaroni sal
ads look like they might ooze
off the plate and the dressings
are always watered down. There
is a theory among students that all the vegetables
served in Blanton are grown in the basement.
The Bread Bar: Now, there are two bread M
bars in reality. One is attached to the ice cream
,
freezers, where dust reigns supreme, and
any brave soul who tries to partake of the /
offered sustenance runs the risk of losing a /
tooth on the rock-hard grains. The other is
Continued on Page 8
courtesy of dielaughing.biz
li m in gard M ayer

stati Writer

Messions of
an intern:
Groceries, Meetings
. and Deal or No
Deal
4

Disclaimer*

The following is a journal based on real-life
,Kvomiti of an intern working .it a public
rei.Jion* timi in Sew York Citi To proti rt
Uh rights of those whose paih-> have cross, d
the aulhui’s. vinte of the i:\uits l:;u< been
altered, and all names, dates and places
hare been changed.
I woke up at lì u.m. 1m at ch t hr early tra in
into tlie city I arrived at Penn Station with
the commuting masses. It seemed amaz
ing to me that these people do this every
morning five days a week. We all treaded
up the large stairwell out onto 7th Avenue,

SVwspapei m iiloi- were shouLini? out to
completely oblivious corrimutcrs, '( let voui
A M New York, right here!”
I arrive d at the public relations firm Let'.call n Samantha Jones Public Relations
Behind me was a similarly confused-looking
\o u n i girl sin mu-i have been an intern
too. We rode lie elov.uur up and wailed foi
the internship dueitor. He quickly canu out
and greeted us with enthusiasm.
lie took us around the firm, introducing
U* tii many riiflerent ivpes ol people Thine
we*e excited you og pt ople w1to set mod t ager
to meet us Then there were the vice presi
dents on “executive row,” who mustered up
as much excitement as they could fin no
doubt the 1.00th time they were introduced
to new interns. I analyzed them, looking at
family photos on their desks, wondering how

tb>-y managed tu riunii thè coi fiorate ladde i
¡gici! Windows oiorlookeil thè -ikilin oi
uptown Manhattan i could ordì limi" io 1»
in thon poMlion «ninod.iv.
It w.ts rinc lo ' i-il ohi n —idmg qnai lerfot ila si’mostoi \\i ut"emir-i* w eiolukin
to thè dungeon of thè office. The room
B.is p.iiuli’d a ■sliadi’ of diali grav ni viiv
crainped quarteri We were simun io oui
¡¡¡O'.h',' v.lnch liouMd Ft'rr.n Biieifer-liki
computers circa 1985 Tlw miei ustup direi’- 1
toi loft me .ind thè ottici intern, Chi istilla,
alone in thè dungeon We checked our wel- j
come e-maiis and then waited fbr another.
assignment We both starled smali talk and
were quickly acquaim ed. Wuh no job assignmenls in sigbi. we looked for othei ways In
g

Continucd rin Page 8
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Friday, Feb. 8 1
Films of C olor, not Just

IHURSDAY, FÈB. 7
m\
f i

“Under the Sea” oe
151•ROADWAY
U 1V W A U W A I

¡• C S I is more than just a "T V show on this
■•campus. This week, they are sponsoring a
* >• y
-•
•
i *
•*»
• P
►trip to see the new Little Mermaid musica on
(•B ro ad w ay. Fish enthusiasts and Disney l<
#ers alike will flock to the RH Diner at b p.
■•before being whisked off.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! • • •

Sunday, Feb. io
For those less than
CHASTE

'URPLE

_

• •
• •

____________________ ___________ ____________________ 9 t

mini

!

SATURDAY, Feb. 9
a
Playing B-ball outside of the !

________ SCHOOL

a

««C eleb rate Black History Month with flourish • § • MSU's own basketball aficionados take on the
•»•an d spend it watching movies this Friday m hardballin' Rowan teams. Men's or Women's,
r ~
r
• •fro m ^1 until 5
p.m. tu
in cSC
411. Don't feel _!• § • there is a game for everyone. The Panzer Gym
• • lik e going all the way up to the 4th floor? •gb is a -ca lliira t both 2 ana 4 p.m. Come support
• «N o problem! OSAU has screens going in « I» our teams and express extreme hatred for our
• «the SC Ballrooms too!
• • enemies.
; • • • • «
> • • • • • • •
• A A t
t
• • • • • • •
• • • • • •^ T Ä iT rw ^ iT r

«1
m

m
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IUESDAY, Feb. 12 ® Wednesday, Feb. I3
ft THE CUP RUNETH OVER® „ To Hell with
1 WITH CHOCOLATE U C areerBuilder.com

“ Monday, Feb. i i
T he place where

HORNY TEENS GATHER

.To most, this month means St.¿«¿Thinking of a change of pace?,
¿The fine, upstanding folks of # #ln the spirit of St. Valentine's Day,
¡¿Lam bda Theta Alpha are spread- ¿■¿the fine members of Chi Upsilon ¿■¿Valentine's Day.| For others, it is ¿¡¡¿Want a job that doesn't make you,
month of" chocolate. What ¿¡¿w ant to kill yourse|f? Com eto the ¿1
kin g carnal knowledge and impor ¿ ¿Sigma have channeled the emot a n t tips to the eager students of ¿¡¿tio n s and traditions of' yester- ¿ ¿ b e tte r to perpetuate this senti-¿¡LO SA U Career Fair/Expo in the ¿ j
le SC Rath t ^f ment than tne CaribSO Chocolate ¿¡¿S C Ballrooms. There w ill be talks, ¿ j
¡¿Montclair State. Curious? So are # #years to transform the
¡¿w e! Come to the SC Rath this ¿ ¡ ¿ into Lovers' Lane at 7:30 p.m. Ji^Affaii) coming exclusively to ^ ¿¡¿in fo rm atio n and, by God, there¿1
¡¿Sunday at 7:30 p.m. for a little ¿■¿Students can come to channel and ¿■¿SC Dining Room at 8 p.m. Come ¿»¿will be jobs! Bring your résumé ¿1
¡¿lesson from the experienced Sex ¿¡¿celebrate their love for the holiday, ¿¡¡Lw ith your appetite in tow and vour ¿ ¿a n d come between the hours of 2
¿¡¡¿sweet tooth prepared.
¿ 0 : 3 0 and 5 p.m. -Jessica Lozak
¿1
-»Land one another.
0 0 1 staff.

¿Ef

..♦ »- » • ■ • J » .. .......................................................................... •

,^

ARIES (March
April 80)

81-

Yes, everyth mg they
are saying is right, Of
course they mutter1 No.
what they’re scared of
isn't true Some reassurance would bo good
right about now, ram-head.

TAURUS (April 21-May

Reign in the flirt.
Casanova. You're, piss
ing oft fnends and dose
relation«, with your
whorish tendencies But just turn on the
charm and they should forgive you

GEMINI (May 21-Jaue
81)
Avoid the drama People
will try to drag vou into
their ■unoke-and-mirror
secrets, hut just make
a sign against evil and go back to plaving
HoWbefore you gel in too deep

CANCER (Jo ss 88July28)
You should lie ashamed'
You know exactly what
you did, and you sliould
be too scared to show
your face in front of honest folk And to
think, you used to be an upstanding youth.

LEO (July

83-Aug.

88)
Keep your hand on vour
wallet, son. because Hu
hns aie out to niick you

•

É

• • >

dry. They will be all over you like flies an
honey, hut just remember to keep vour pimp
hund strong.

Ilord image.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Jan. 80)

TOGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
88)
v jj
•
— *----- ^——

There comes a lime in
everyone’s life r i u o
they have to go cry m
a corner This io your
time. Take a box of tissues with you, and
try to keep the noise down when others are
watching Super Bowl highlights.

LIBRA (Sept. 83-Oct.
85)
lie time to probe others.
With your words. pervert You want to know
what's going on. don’t
you? The only way to know is to ask, and
they will gladly tell vou with a little gentle
prodding. If not, then with a little torture.

SCORPIO (Oct.
Nov. 88)
It’s lime to oil up your
shotgun and break out
■ I that caiiva« lawn chair
There are some damn
kids on your lawn, and you need to take care
of them before they trample the begonias!
It’s your lawn; defend it!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
23-Dec. 81)
We know that vou don’t
like to muta- wave».
Sag. but the t ime e- g<me
when you can be diplo
matic You know what I'm talking about
Anneri youiself. or you'll never outgrow your

Î

^ou ^I10W V0lire not

ready; wo know you’re
not ready. Everyone else
might not, but violence is
only acceptable in extreme circumstances.
like when you're in a cage match or robbing
a 7-Eteven.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21«
Feb. 19)
Don’t let yourself fall
hack now th at you're
moving forwaid. Follow
the yellow brick road.
Dorothy. Tote is there to keep you company
and chase off any weird scarecrows.

S h o u ld A s s is t a n t
G r a p h ic s E d i t o r
Sam

Gutter m a n

get

^

ro w n ?

g M

B T

?"""
IS

PISCES (Peb. 80MCriÉRQ)
Speak up for yourself!
Passivity is tor the birds,
■ and you are a fish. A
strong fwh. An attrac|jha& fish. A fish who knows «liai they want
from the world. A fish who is not afraid to
leave the tank'

If It's Tour
Birthday This
Week:
You'll have good
luck with the
Little
things,
like what movie
you're going lo
see next weekend oi what radio station you
■set your alarm lu Don't obse*« over the lug
tilings and avoid little people.

&

T h ank s for v o tin g !

- V

S . l

tm

Villi Cihernirin I Ihe Moritil.irion
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Intern

Continued From Page 6

courtesy of amazon.com
Deal or No Deal: one intern's first "job."
finding certain products in very descriptive
flavors. I found most of the items, checked
them out and was ready to hail a cab back to
the firm in no time. I exited the store with
four heavy shopping bags in my hand and
rain still pouring down. As I made my way
to the avenue to hail a cab, one pulled over
before I could even raise my hand. This was
my lucky day!
The rest of the day had periods where I
was busy assisting associates at the firm
and periods where I was sitting around doing
nothing. Today, the other intern wasn’t in, so
I was left alone to occupy my time.
Around 3 p.m., I was asked to take notes
at a meeting. I was finally happy to be use
ful in some capacity. The interesting thing
about P.R. is that gossip can be considered
M atthew M cCullough | m e M ontclarion
an order of business at a meeting. After all,
Life for an intern can mean being ago-fer, playing board games to pass time or just sitting and looking pretty, like real-life intern Irmingard Mayer.
it has to do with upholding a client’s reputa
tion. So for the first 15 minutes, the people
occupy our time. There was a Deal or No were selling umbrellas. And once again, every able for long. My supervisor Sara came in at the meeting all discussed the love life of a
. .
Deal board game in the room, probably sent commuter was ignoring them. Some people and gave me the news that I would have client.
Apparently, he attended a convention in
as some type of promotion to the firm. We already had umbrellas. Some were carry to make a few errands. One of the firm’s
decided to play it. As associates walked by, ing large umbrellas poking strangers on the accounts was a “Go Green” segment on The Las Vegas for the company and let tempta
they peered into the intern quarters. They street. Some had none and were drowning Today Show. I would have to go grocery tion get the best of him. “John,” a married
must have been amused that we were spend in the downpour. Some were holding mis shopping at the local Whole Foods to pick man, was seen making out with several
shapen umbrellas, and a homeless man even up a few items, and I would have to do it different women at casino tables throughout
ing our first day at the firm so efficiently.
lay sleeping in the heavy rain. Only in New all before noon. She gave me my petty cash, the business trip. After being kicked out by
his wife once before, he was in big trouble.
York could there be this much diversity in the and I was out the door again.
DayS
I hailed a cab in the rain and surpris We needed to handle a little crisis-manage
The second day of my internship was one simplest details.
As soon as I arrived in the office, I was so ingly arrived at my destination in record ment situation. I think our firm could have
of endless rain in the city. As I ascended
from the humid subway, I was once again grateful to be sheltered in a dry and warm time thanks to the reckless driving of coined the phrase, “What happens in Las
greeted by street vendors. This time, they building. However, I would not be comfort the cabbie. I asked stock boys for help in Vegas stays in Las Vegas.”

Blanton

Continued From Page 6
aren’t very good, they won’t kill you.
The Gfill: Any day of the week and at
any hinch/dinner session, the grill is open.
And there will be burgers. Glorious, edible
burgers. And, oh, there will be cheese! And
fries, as well as grilled cheese. Sometimes,
and this is on only the most rare of occa
sions, there will be wings. Even speaking
about it is a jinx until they surface again.
Trust in the g rill... It is the only thing that
won’t fail you.
The Theme/Sandwich Line: I call this
the theme line because there are times
when, much to the displeasure of the caf
eteria workers, there is a theme to the food
served. Either it’s breakfast or it bends to
the will of a different country. In the after
noons, this bar is dedicated to the making of
sandwiches. They’re pretty good if you can
stand the lines.

new and has wormed its way in by the soup.
Those breadsticks are posers, trying to live
above their means. And they don’t taste that
good, either. Which brings me back to:
The Soup Bar: The soup bar used to fluc
tuate, but now there is always the constant
presence of the zesty chili, which is more like
zesty water, and the staple chicken and rice.
It’s a coin toss when it comes to the soup:
salty to the point of disgust or watered down
to the point of sadness.
We now move from the island bars to the
actual food lines. We are presented with four
when we arrive: the pizza line, the entrée
line, the grill line and the theme dinner/
sandwich line.
The Pizza Line: Normal pizza is disgust
ing enough, but add half a gallon of liquid
grease to the top and make sure to burn the
bottom, then you’ll get Blanton’s version of
pizza. They also like to add a special sur
prise now and then in the form of a butch
ered Italian dish. Don’t eat it. Your stomach
will thank you for it in an hour.
The Entrée Line: Every once in a while,
something appetizing might appear in this
line, like a passable tray of meatloaf, some
baked chicken or turkey slices in gravy, bût
then you will find a gem like shrimp mani
cotti that is a lovely shade of mint green.
Stick with the side dishes. Although the
mixed vegetables and bland pasta sauces

Sam Gherman j The Montclarion
A quintessential MSU student "enjoys" a typical Blanton meal. Complete with bruised fruit,
questionable meat and rock-hard bread, eating at Blanton is truly a crapshoot — in both senses
o f the word.

Now, every Blanton dish is unique in its
own way. Some in color, texture or flavor
and some in taste. O.K., mostly in taste.
Especially when a dish is supposed to be one
kind of meat but looks and acts like a totally
different one. Haven’t you ever wondered
what happens to all the Canadian geese
that congregate chi campus? One day they're
there, and the next, they’re gone. And that
day, Blanton is serving “chicken.” Think
about it. And until then, I would stick to the
Student Center.
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NEED HELP WITH TUITION COSTS?
APPLY NOW .

.for Montclair State University Alumni Association Scholarships!
The M ontclair S ta te U niversity Alumni Association (M SU AA) o ffe rs scholarship
opportunities to cu rren t, undergraduate students who will
be entering either th e ir sophomore or junior year in Septem ber 2008. All awards
are given in the form of tuition waivers and will be applied to the 2008/2009
academic year.
* M SUAÀ Scholarship Award recognizes student(s) who have maintained high
academic standards while actively involved in U niversity and community activitie s.
A cumulative SPA of 3.25 is required.

* M SUAA S ervice Award recognizes student(s) who have achieved high levels o f perform ance in service to the
U niversity and community, while maintaining strong academic prof iciency.
* M SUAA Carpe Diem Award acknowledges undergraduate student(s) who have had to overcome d iffic u lt
circum stances and adversity during the pursuit of th e ir academic goals.
* M SUAA N o n-Trad itio nal/Part-tim e Scholarship recognizes part-tim e student(s) who have maintained high
academic standards while actively involved in U niversity and community activitie s. A cumulative SPA of 3.25 is
required.
Deadline fo r all o f th e above mentioned applications is Monday, M arch 3 , 2008
Applications are available online at: http://www.montclair.edu/paqes/Alumm7ScholarshipsAwarcls.shtml
Completed applications must be delivered to:
M S U Alumni Association C/0 The Office of Alumni <&Community Relations, College Hall Room 301
The MSUAA supports the Affirm ative Action/Equal Opportunity policy of the University.
These awards ore made to students based on merit, regardless of race, creed, sex or national origin.
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CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH:

David ( larkr
Ajsi'-Unt Arts A f nU'TUnran™t Icirtor

The Sunday Cmini - have become a des
ert over the years. Rarely does any strip
elicit more than a mild shrug or a simple
“hey. that’s cute" from its readers. When
was the last time someone said. “Can von
believe this morning’s ‘Sally Forth’?" .or
"Wow. that new ‘Family Circus’ really
pushed the envelope.” Even a bona-fide
classic like “Peanuts" stayed within a rela
tively safe and time-tested framework
'I III'I- 1ll till »11Ip'"I \ II oil \ll ( i! lltlt i
have made such an impact upon the nurs
ing home of the artistic and entertain
ment community His daily strip, “The
Boondocks,” put a microscope to today's
culture, often with a critical eye upon poli
tics and AllH.iii-Aim iu.iii' in the media
The strip follows young brothers Huey
and Riley Freeman.' Both lived in Chicago
before moving to their granddad's house
in the largely white fictional town of
Woodcrest.
j It echoes McGruder's own childhood,
which had him moving from the streets of
Chicago to the suburbs of Maryland.
Iluey Freeman, named after co-founder

i<t I In 111.ii k I’.inlhei llinw I* Ni wlmi i- . i
n '.'iliilimi.ii v .mil i \ i i k . i I 'in i.il 1 1 Hk. Ill'
character attacks a wide variety of issues,
mil In I ii-.'eh pl.ivs iln It'.i 1-In nl'd imiscience of the strip.
His brother, Riley, is a wannabe gang
ster, obsessed with street cred and thug life
above all else.
McGruder's strip is one of the tew satires
togracetlu Sunday papers llong with th<
i l.i"ii ti.ii. I'rinli ni -tup I)iHmi 'In n \ 1
and like all great works nl tin genre, the
jokes in “The Boondocks’" have bite.
The comic was constantly getting suspi ini'd I mhh v.ii mils papei' mi Iinling I'll"
U.i'/iiri:,/u;i / ’ns/ .uni Iln \ n i Vnk lhnl\
News McGruder’s strips havi taken on
IN' Ii l'lll"l\ I llnlll 'llll|i i I '
\t i>n< pi 'Iill Huey md h i'Ii ii-nd (’,n ' ii
decided that Condolee/.za Rice needed a
in m umil i tin .i"iimpliilii that il line
liuh. 1..... 1 'Him mu hung mi iln pl.mel
shi' would not he so “hell-bent to destroy it.”
T h it "in -."I him in limihli
McGruder’s strip was all well and good,
but his characters really took oil’ in the
animated version, now a hit on Cartoon
Network’s Adult Swim. The show has seen
just as much, if not more controversy than

the strip. The show’s liberal use of the “n"
Word is the least of its problems, according
to some of the show’s more vocal critics.
McGruder's art has always been pleas
ing. and he has said in interviews that the
mil i n " nl Hum. uni Kill s ' Mi ii aim
design allows them to get away with more
subversive material McGruder, a self-pro
claimed fanbov. gives the show iln look of a
l.i|1.11u '■ .iiillln uni ll'1 1>11.11pli i' ililllf"
juxtaposes a sometimes shocking script.
As excellent as his show is, McGruder
may never break out into the mainstream
He remains a steadfast critic of many
public figures, and this has the potential
of alienating some possible fans, taking
on sacred cows that some find untouch
able. However, artistically, his philosophy
of doing the show that’s relevant over the
show that’s popular has paid off.
Now well into its second season-McGruder continues to push iln enve
lope. both thematically and dramatically.
A recent episode was pulled by Cartoon
Network.
The episode, which appeared recently
CtmUnuetl on Page U
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Bernadette Marciniak
Arts & Entertainment Editor

i Joan Marcus

The grass is always
greener on the other
side, and the seaweed
is . always greener in
somebody else’s lake.
There’s no question about it
- the seaweed is as green as
it can possibly be at the LuntFontaine Theater in New York.
The newest addition to Broadway,
The Little Mermaid, is stamped with the
Disney name, but don’t be fooled — the
show is an interpretation of many ver
sions of the story. Knowing this going
in will make your experience much
more enjoyable and fulfilling.
Regardless of whatever
your expectations may be, one
thing is for sure — Mermaid is
Disney’s best Broadway show since
The Lion King. Unlike other recent
attempts to turn our favorite films
into Broadway gems — Tarzan for
example — Mermaid actually suc
ceeds in producing a captivating
story with aesthetics to match.
In fact, possibly
the greatest aspect of Mermaid on
Broadway is the use of mechanics to
make such aesthetics possible. While
many other critics would argue that these
aspects actually hurt the show, I must dis
agree. In a society where technology is taking
over our lives, it’s a great reflection of the
type of world we live in today. Take a look at
Disney’s transfer from regular animation to
computer-animated cartoons. As pretentious
as they may be, the look of them still amazes
audiences.
And so the use of punk-kid Heelytype shoes to make the characters appear
as if they’re swimming, I must say, is pure
genius; the fact that there were some minor
malfunctions (Ursula’s tentacles didn’t always
stay afloat in the right direction) is again a
reflection of how the movement into mechan
ics isn’t perfect yet. But that’s O.K. — one step
at a time.
Combine the great use of hi-tech ave
nues with the obvious evidence of an artistic

P rin ce ss A rie l (Seira Bogeess) re clin e s in h e r kingdom u n d er the sea, d ream in g o f life as a hu m an on th e su rfa ce in D isn ey's The
Little Mermaid. Top Righb. Sebastian (Tituss Burgess) lead s th e band in " U n d e r th e S e a ." Bottom Right A rie l sings h e r v o ice aw ay
to U rsu la , th e sea -w itcn .

Continued on Page 15

ON THE HIDE:

Thelost (or Found) Phenomenon
Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

Television has been slim pickin’s as of late, what with the writ
ers’ strike moving into its third
month. As the stalemate continues,
most serialized shows have given
up hope of continuing their sea
sons until next fall, even if they
are given enough time for filming

and production over the summer.
There are a few brave shows that
have stockpiled a few episodes, air
ing them sparsely to keep viewers
engaged, but even they are dwin
dling now that spring is almost
upon us.
And yet, out of the ashes of
second-season repeats comes the
phoenix of ABC: Lost.
The wildly popular show, about

a group of plane-crash survivors
who find themselves on a deserted
island miles off-course of their des
tination, started its run four years
ago, to both popular and critical
praise. Now they have just kicked
off their fourth season on Jan. 31
at 9 p.m.
It has been impossible to escape
Continued on Page 17

The ca staw ays o f A B C 's
civ iliz a tio n .

Lost attem p t to su rvive o n an islan d bereft o f
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M cGruder

AT THE CINEMA:

Continued from Page 10

courtesy of Lionsgate
F o rm e rly b lin d Sydn ey W e lls (Jessica A lb a) an d D r. Fau lkn er (A le ssan d ro N ivo la) attem p t to d is
co v e r th e iden tity o f Sydney's eye d o n o r in The Eye.

Hollywood Fails to Dot We Eye
Michael Monostra

Staff Writer

So many horror movies today seem to be
remakes of successful -films from Asia, and
The Eye is no exception. The film, which is an
American remake of the film Jian Gui from
Hong Kong, has an interesting enough storyline
and basis to be a good horror-thriller, but it
seems like the film was so carelessly made that
the outcome is less than desireable.
The entire film revolves around the char
acter of Sydney Wells (Jessica, Alba), a blind

violinist who is receiving an eye transplant.
All seems well for Sydney until she starts
seeing horrifying images of death with her
new eyes. In an attempt to discover who her
donor was and what these images mean, she
turns to Dr. Faulkner (Alessandro Nivola),
who will help Sydney uncover the mystery
of these visions.
Ultimately, the entire concept of this
movie is interesting and thought provoking.
Jian Gui was a success in Hong Kong, and
Continued on Page 15

on YouTube before being quickly as personal as it does. The tone
removed, features Huey declaring remains cool, with an emphasis
on CNN that he would be on a hun on the style over cheap laughs.
ger strike until “all top BET execu While the caricatures of public
tives commit Japanese ritual sui figures are pointed, they never
cide.” It’s this kind of courageous become broad, meaningless stereo
comedy,
types, like
mixed with ------------------------- - —:-------------------the lesser
a knack for
anim ated
s to ry te ll
It's this kind of
satires
ing,
th at
Family
has made
courageous comedy,
Guy and
McGruder’s
S.ouih
voice
an
mixed with a knack for Park.
in terestin g
McGruder
and impor
story-telling, that has
started
tant one in
his comic
the black
made M cG aider's voice strip in
community.
col l e g e ,
For all the
an interesting and impor w h i l e
corruption,
working
rid icu lo u s
tant one in the black
toward
ness
and
his degree
stupidity of
community.
in African
those who
American
dominate
Studies,
our country
and the
culturally
strip and
and politically, McGruder is there show both feel as though they’ve
to take them down a notch.
been written by a Generation Xer,
He is now one of the few black displaying a deep connection to hip
satirists working in America, hop and youth culture. He’s got the
along with the currently out-of- urgency of a young man, as well as
work Dave Chappelle. His views Tan academic backing, yet he never
of the modem American Zeitgeist, trips over his own pretentions.
and specifically the black commu
McGruder is both bold and
nity, are broad yet personal.
clear-headed, a vital combina
When one considers how many tion for modem cartoons, and a
targets McGruder takes on, it’s welcome change to today’s media
amazing that his show remains landscape.

In a hurry, don’t worry.
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M TSCOM M ENURY:

Troop B everly H ills (1989)
Synopsis: The expository cartoon in Troop

$d&*ü
£ v i •w

M annequin

(1987)

Beverly Hills doesn’t really serve the plot
so much as gets proper mileage out of
the ridiculous fish-out-of-water concept of
the movie. They’re rich! And roughing
it! They’re warding off killer bees with
elaborate and unnecessary hair dryers!
It’s totally fine, though. The only thing I
love more than Shelley Long the human is
Shelley Long the Cartoon. She leaves Road
Runner smoke in her trail when she runs
away.
Best Main Credit Reveal: Randy Edelman’s
music credit on the can of caviar fished out
of a lake.

W h o s lh o tG d

(1987)

is one of the more obvious examples of the
studio system in Hollywood at the end of
the 1980s. There’s the contrived concept
(“It’s Beetlejuice meets Stand B y Mel”),
the quickly fading starlet (Phoebe Cates
after Fast Times at Ridgemont High but
before Princess Caraboo) and wacky for
eign import (Rik Mayall doing his best
Yahoo Serious doing his best Paul Hogan).
It would be more shocking if there weren’t
an expository cartoon.
Best Main Credit Reveal: Hands down,
Marsha Masons name and character
showered with dog poo. Although direc
tor Ate de Jong’s credit scrawled across
a sinking ship serves as a tangible meta
phor for the film itself.

Brokeback M ountain (2005)

L o ti

Synopsis: Lars and the Real Girl may have

f you were a filmm aker
in the fluffy mainstreamcomedy era of the late ‘80s
and Oarly |90s and you
needed to get certain informa
tion to the audience in order
for h ilarity to ensue in a tim e
ly fashion, there was only one

/

n / f lp p
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n ir n

i/U lii
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a v n n a j __

out/ t/Ajyt/Oi-

tory cartoon. Whether it was
to advance the plot without
em barking on the tedious
chore o f character develop
m ent or to explore the comedic
possibilities of the film ’s high
concept, the anim ated open
ing credit sequence served
as sort of a reverse deus ex
machina for the Weekend at
Bernie’s generation. This clas
sic cinematic device is all but
e x tin c tw ith the exception of
(surprisingly enough) Steven
Spielbergs Catch Me if You
Can. However, we decided to
look back a t the good old days,
when it wasn’t a surprise to
see the name of an associate
producer floating in cartoon
hubbies pa st C-list actress
es scuba diving underwater.

the gotten the prestige and Ryan Gosling,
but Mannequin is the blow-up doll comedy
that has Estelle Getty and a pre-Sex and
the City Kim Cattrall. Not to mention an
expository cartoon where we follow Cattrall’s
character Emmy’s journey through the ages
to serve as Andrew McCarthy’s anatomi
cally incorrect muse. It doesn’t always make
sense (Why is she a cat? Why- is the globe
winking at us?), but movies about hang
gliding dummies already require, certain

j _-_

leaps ui logic.

Best Main Credit Reveal: Executive produc
ers Edward Rugoff and Joseph Farrell’s
names get crushed by dancing clocks.

Synopsis: This may not have been the best,
film for Madonna to pull the expository
cartoon trick out of her sequined fedora
hat. We still think that honor should’ve
been bestowed upon her 1992 Basic Instinct
rip-off, Body o f Evidence, where she sexes
an old man to death. (We’re envisioning
Ren & Stimpy-style eye-bulging). But the
animated opening of Who’s That Girl fits
in wen wii/ii i/xic xxiaxxj, o^x“,,Lctii nsiure ox
the film. It’s a risky venture, pitting a twodimensional version of Madonna against
the icon herself. People will inevitably
argue over which one is more lifelike. But
the movie pulls this off quite well, and
“Causing a Commotion” is the perfect song
to set the mood.
Best Main Credit Reveal: We still love car
toon Madonna slipping out from behind
the Warner Bros. logo.

D rop D ea d F red

(1991)

ran

«
ilii

1

Synopsis: While it may not feature an ani
mated opening, this 2005 Academy alsoran could have greatly benefited from the
expository cartoon. All we have are gor
geously composed shots of sheep grazing
the hilly terrain of Brokeback Mountain.
I’m already asleep, and I haven’t even
been subjected yet to the poorly paced
characterization. Shots of an animated
Jake Gyllenhaal riding a horse while.
ELO’s “All Over the World” played in the
background could’ve been the thing that
pushed this film ahead of Crash in the
Oscar race of 2006.
Best Main Credit Reveal: We’re picturing
Ennis spitting director Ang Lee’s name
into
his
palm in an
animated
representa
tion of one
of the more

graphic
Synopsis: While we love the movie (and own

the $6.99 Artisan DVD!), Drop Dead Fred

s e que nc e s
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M erm aid

Continued from Page 11

touch, and you have yourself a recipe for
success. Not only were the costumes and
set extremely intricate, but they were also
bright, vivid, and charming to the eye. The
flowy fins really make you feel as though
you’re under the sea. The construction of
the ocean floor was much more elaborate
than the jungle setting of Tarzan — the
ship was brilliantly constructed with
stained-glass material, which was broken
up into sections so that the shipwreck was
nothing less than believable when it hap
pened.
Also, the superb use of makeup is some
thing to note — royalty is ever-present
with the abundance of glitter that rests
upon King Triton’s chest; evil cannot be
overlooked with the neon-orange contact
lenses that Flotsam and Jetsam, Ursula’s
eels, wear; even the simplicity of Ariel’s
make-up, (foundation, blush and mascara
at most) perfectly illustrated her inno
cence.
But other than mechanics, the talent
that stems from this production cannot be
forgotten. Sierra Boggess, 25, steals the
show — there’s no question that she was
made to play Ariel. The most independent
and ambitious of the seven mermaid sistters, she has a delicate yet powerful voice
and youthful, dainty face are perfect for
King Triton’s youngest daughter.
Sebastian, played by Tituss Burgess,
leaves no gaps in his emcee role, lead
ing the cast and audience to sing along
jubilantly when a party was in order or
to sympathize with either Ariel or King
Triton when the pain and suffering of both S

characters was present.
Following along the same level of per
formance and comedy was Eddie Korbich
playing Scuttle, who resembled a char
acter that was a cross between the Mad
Hatter and McLovin’. Korbich performs
the role flawlessly with a nasal voice; ador
able stupidity and lovable geeky personal
ity.
Child actor Brian D’Addario plays
Flounder, and the kid has the voice of the
next American Idol. The ability to belt
out a perfect melody for the new original
composition, “She’s in Love” should only be
possible for someone with the experience
of Whitney Houston.
Unfortunately, the same can’t be said
for all the characters. Sean Palmer’s per
formance as Prince Eric comes across a bit
too effeminate most of the time. He takes
an already over-affectionate character and
multiplies the sappiness into something
that makes even the most hopeless roman
tic roll their eyes. And the power of King
Triton is muted by the performance of
Norm Lewis, who doesn’t project the might
of a ruler, but rather presents himself as a
weepy father who doesn’t know what to do
about the contrasting prominence of his
youngest teenager.
However, the small faults and inade
quacies in the musical pale in comparison
to the sheer magnificence of the show as a
whole. If Disney can continue to produce
gwaicab
Mprmaid and Lion King on
Broadway, there’s no douht that iu£V’ll
reign not only in the film industry, but in
the theater industry as well. k r k r k k r

Eye
Continued from Page 12

there was no reason that this film couldn’t
es.
do the same here. Unfortunately, the plot
The final scene, which is by far the best
suffers from pacing issues.
of the movie, is also visually impressive for
While the first and last 15 minutes
a film of this genre. The movie also pro
of the movie were played out well, every
vides a couple unexpected scares. Most of
thing in between
these moments were
seemed sluggish,
found in the trailer,
choppy and repeti- '
but there are a few
five.
The Eye ultimately tries to that weren’t that may
There was too
majte you jump a hit.
much irrelevant
be a little bit of a horror
The music in
nonsense happen
the film is nothing
ing. This, coupled
and a little bit of a thriller special, and typical
with a few plot
of a horror flick. At
holes, effectively
all in one, but it is bad
times it can seem out
ruins what could
of place, but it gets
be a good story.
writing and acting that
the job done.
Problems also
The Eye ultimate
exist with the act
overshadows the good
ly tries to be a little
ing. Jessica Alba’s
bit of a horror and a
performance is
aspects of the film.
little bit of a thriller
unmoving, under
all in one, but it is
whelming
and
bad writing and act
overall just bland.
ing that overshadows
Her emotions throughout the movie fail
the good aspects of the film. It is a shame,
to convince, and with other uninspiring
because this film had a lot of potential to
performances from B-rated actors around
be on the same level as The Ring or The
her, this movie is plagued with bad acting
Grudge, but instead it seems destined for
all around.
the DVD bargain box.
The Eye was not all terrible, however.
Nevertheless, give this film a shot if you
The visuals were above average for a horror
are a horror/thriller junkie or if you are
movie. The cinematography was excellent,
into special effects. There are much better
as live action was combined with ghostly
films out there, but there are also much
figures in order to create intriguing imagworse. i r k i r k r
+

THIS WEEKS MOIWTCLARIONEDITORS' HOTRICiC^lte
JUSTINA VILLANUEVA, Graphics Editor
Opeth - Roundhouse Tapes
"Eleven seconds in I had to change my underwear."

DAVIDCLARKE, AssistantA&E Editor
The Magnetic Fields - "The Nun's Litany"
"W ith dirty lyrics juxtaposing its sweet name, this song is as smart as
it is catchy."

J ^ j^ U ^ fC A s s is ta n tA & E E d H D r
Angels & Airwaves - "Everything's M agic"

°

"A peppy love-song with edge by one of the prodigal members of
| Blink-182. A throwback to the days of Blink, with a new-age spirit."

| MATTHEW MCCULLOUGH, Photo Editor
Rock Band Solindtrack
"Because it's fun to say 'I can totally play this song ... on play guitar.'
Plus, "Pleasure (Pleasure)" by Bang Camaro is such an aw fully bad
song."
i,

BERNADETTEMARdNIAK, A&E Editor
Anik Jean - "Thorazine"

•

"An instrumental mix of The Doors and Soundgarden with the vocals
of Evanesence. Lyrics come in French. It'll soon be playing on the
Limited Too soundtrack."
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WITH THE BAND:

The Dillinger Escape Plan’s Guitarist/Writer
Justina Villanueva
Graphics Editor

stuck w ith school, w here do you th in k
you would be? W hat profession would you
have?
.

W hat do G eoff R ickly’s basement,
M SU and truck stops have in com
mon? They are all places Dillinger
Escape P lan’s g u ita rist/w rite r
Ben W einman has played in, a t or
around. Plop you rself on a cushy
seat as th is m etal m achine lets
loose about h is past.

Probably business. Maybe psychology.
That is what my degree is in.

The M antdarian: W hat a re same bands
you played w ith around ’96/’97?

Weinman: Umm. Man, I’m -old as srrt.
GedASCrnafiy little bands. We would play
hasementsjand halls. '
Mostly m etal?

No, hardcore. Bands like Snappcase,
Shelter, Earth Crisis, Bloodlet, Lifetime, Ink
and Dagger were kinda happening in the
underground when we were starting up. The
vegan/straight-edge thing was happening,
and bands like lOS, Shelter aad'P ñ^T w erir
^preaching the Krishna-conscious lifestyle
thing. All of that is pretty much unheard of
now. People don’t care about’anything but
being famous.
W hat w ere some N.J . venues you played
at?

We played at Middlesex -County College
and Princeton Arts Counsel, and a couple
VFW halls in Red Bank were also popular.
There was a house called Handy Street,
where they would always do shows. But it
closed down before we could play there. We
played in the basement of [Geoff Rickly] from
that band Thursday [in New Brunswick].
The Melody Bar in New Brunswick was a
very important place for "bands.

Did you guys keep in contact w ith radio
stations? I f so, w hich w ere m ost im portant
for you?

WSOU was the most important here.
But we got banned.

■

I M

How/wby?

We played a show they put on. Our sing
er got diarrhea all over the stage. They are
a Catholic school, and I guess they thought
ft was sacrilegious.
*

^ if f ib ln u s for sure, at least with working
® ra sE rh e re is that young band camarade-

A couple more lines in, Weinman turnet |
the tables:

We booked our first
¡É ~tour, from a ! |
gLpayphone afA M
Wkza úlab§M¡íhan

You go to Montclair State or some
thing?
Yes.

: --My mom usea~ to^work there,. I ussd- tg
skateboard all around there when she took
me to work.

bands?I don’t” like musically,; but we ¿still
;havefso:mueh in common by just livingfthis
lifestyle. I still talk to Rickly, actualb
. . .The ‘tfütlrfíif I*,find people who live- nor
mal livesfmore interesting. I "don’t "gdfuf
shows w heR rm not on tour, and]
¿always Ivant xd talk about who "soldiMifl
Jrecords mis day or who got inis tour^fftnlt
¡.tour ^
’
Do you spend m are tim e talk in g num bers

gjjgjrajnow
Rl¥át>I have to’gtf ovéfsbreadsnee^mnc^ut
S M d p ^ t o g é t n é í? ® ^

But, I quickly got back control.
Tell me about th e cam araderie among
bands w hen you w ere ju s t kids playing
shows, and th e cam araderie now. As busy
as you are, do you still keep in touch w ith
certain bands or people, like Geoff Rickly
(Thursday), or h as age and th e business
changefraU th at?

Well, when you have been playing in
a band for this long, you know a million
people. You are friendly with a thousand of
them, and you are really friends with, like,
four of them. But there is a camaraderie

8

lso\we
w vm m
¡pay Wm
j

im

’

Abatid;and then send a deposit to our bus
P¿ompañy¡;TK&n I have t f t ^ r k ondnfr vistp
ais' fór táfrMnd light^sW^L
it
Do you design them or assign someone to
design them ?

p ^ P tS lik e , le tlfg iu m t^ ^ ^ w W ^ riw itö p

kind of older
]| about who Kà&fcôolef‘
Bî^ ^ P ffàrt (Ivell] thatfËîÎÏ
that w ithfäilöt

I’m doing itimjretm.'; L SiaftagS thSM nd.
I am our aceWfitaht. I write our music. I do
all the tour prepfoduction.: v
So you don’t sleep.

courtesy of Justina Villanueva

We were playing to a younger crowd, but
we were really young. Like, we were pretty
much younger than all those other bands.
So you couldn’t even play bars?

A t th e tim e, w hat w ere your personal
goals? Did you see th e band moving in th e
rig h t direction?

We had no intentions of making it, other
then being able to play a few cool shows, and
we hoped maybe someone might be into it.
We booked our first tour from a payphone
at a pizza place with an illegal phone dialer
so we didn’t have to pay for calls. We called
as many kids as we could and gave them our
demo, which later became our first EP.
We got like two weeks together, but there
were a lot of days off here and there. We
played in a coffee shop, a garage in Syracuse
and an autobody shop in Penn.
That was just like what we did on our
vacation from school. We lost tons of money.
Bands that had 200 kids coming to see them
seemed huge to me.
If you hadn’t lost that money and just

W"

‘fil i a l x - •

A t th e tim e, were you playing to a young
e r crowd or a b a r crowd?

No. We played this bar called the Court
Tavern in New Brunswick a couple times.
Pretty much everything was happening in
south N.J. and New Brunswick. My friend
was putting on shows in Red Bank a lot. We
started playing in Philly around ‘99.
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ON THE TUBE (cont d)

Lo st

Continued from Page 11
Lost. The show’s dedicated adver away from one of the show’s major
tising team has made sure that gimmicks — that they air all their
they cram their new season as episodes concurrently, without
far down your throat as humanly repeats between.
Even if this were to occur,
possible, with ads on television,
billboards, websites and even a fans would not have to despair
preview in Screenvision, a pre over missing an episode. All are
s t r e a me d
movie the
online on
ater adverAnd yet, out of the ashes of sec the Lost
tisement
website,
show.
If
alongside
ond-season repeats com es the
you haven’t
a
series
heard about
phoenix of A B C : Lost
r e c a p
the
new
to
keep
season, you
must live under a rock. And all of everyone — new and old fans alike
that prep work has done its job, —■ up «to date. This is another
as over 18 million viewers tuned appeal of the show, which can truly
in last week to see what is going boast that anyone can catch up on
to happen to their favorite cast the episodes and have something
new to watch.
aways.
Another draw
Series fans watch with both
v in L osts favor is
dread and horror this season, the co-creator and executive pro
as only eight episodes are being ducer of the show, J.J. Abrams.
released, as opposed to their usual Abrams recently undertook the
project of producing the monster
16, due to the writers’ strike.
The strike has also set back the movie Cloverfield, which just hap
production plan of the show, which pened to debut two weeks prior
planned for three more seasons to the Lost fourth season kick
of 16 episodes and to end their off. Coincidence? I think not.
series with its 117th episode in Especially when those who are sit
ting in the theater, about to watch
May 2010.
The setback might cause the Cloverfield, have to sit through a
series to carry over into an addi six-minute Lost preview.
Love it or hate it, no one can put
tional season, or force producers
to air new episodes in the fall down Lost-mania, which is doing
rather than the complete season in wonders to renew morale among
television viewers, who will be
spring.
However, this would then take appeased for the next eight weeks,

courtesy ot ABC
Jack (M atthew Fox) an d K ate (Evan g elin e Lily) loo k o ve r th e su p p o sed ly lifeless body o f C h a rlie (D o m in ic
M onaghan) on an ep iso d e o f A B C 's Lost.
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The Montclarion
2008 Election
Endorsements

In just nine short months, this nation will decide on who its lead
er will be for the next four years. After eight years under George
W. Bush, a good leader for America is needed now more than ever.
In each party’s races, the overall difference between candidates
comes down to the variance in change and experience.
Following Super Tuesday, the field of major competitors has been
diluted to four candidates, two for each party. And as the primary
season continues to unfold, The Montclarion sees fit to endorse its
choices for President of the United States.

Barack
If there was ever a candidate
who signifies change in America,
Obama is it. Past Ms ethnic iden
tity as the first major AfricanAmerican presidential hopeful,
the 47-year-old freshman senator
from Illinois represents a breath of
fresh air from the routine politics
of Washington; Granted, his experi-1
ence pales in comparison to th at of
many current and former contend
ers for the position, but therein lies
much of his appeal.
Through his speeches and public
persona, he has established him
self as a candidate who connects
with the younger generation of
Americans. A perfect example of
this would be his candor in respond
ing to questions of prior drug use.
Where other candidates in
the past have either sidestepped
the question or outright lied (or
smoked but did not inhale), Obama
has calmly brushed aside the issue
by simply telling the truth about
his past, even that which deals
with brief spurts of marijuana and
cocaine use. It’s not like America
is a country full of Boy Scouts

llb a m a
anyway; in his case, he’s no longer
under the influence and not above
the truth.
But unlike his chief rival,
Senator Hillary Clinton, Obama
strikes many as genuine and as a
man of principle. A case in point
would be his, a t the time, unpopu
lar vote opposing American mili
tary action in Iraq. Where Clinton
seized upon the moment for politi
cal gain, Obama had the foresight
to oppose a costly and ultimately
un-winnable conflict.
And yet, when bills have been
brought before Congress to spend
money on our troops overseas, he
recognized the need to provide for
those m enaad women in uniform
and voted in their favor.
Yes, hé’s a politician, and thus
will never fully be removed from
the .often seamy nature of this
country’s political arena, but in an
age where Americans, especially
young Americans, are desperate for
a leader to galvanize and inspire
them, the tune has never been
more right for a man of Obama’s
character.

lohn McCain
On the Republican side, John
McCain has emerged as the undis
puted front-runner of his party
to secure the nomination. He’s no
stranger to the national scene, hav
I ing been President Bush’s chief
opponent for the nomination during
the 2000 primaries. While McCain
can certainly claim a hefty load of
experience serving the American
people, he’s also something of a
risk-taker.
Whether it be campaign finance
reform, his liberal-leaning views on
same-sex marriage or his opposi
tion to torturous American inter
rogation practices, McCain has a
legacy of standing for issues he
believes in, regardless of the poten
tial political fallout.
This philosophy can Work both
ways, however, as he’s a strong
proponent of th e Iraq “surge” advo
c a te by Gen. Daniel Petraeus. In
fact, he% committed to “staying the
course” in Iraq, and has left open
the possibility of a draft as an avail
able option.
But at the very least, he’s one of
the few American politicians today

who knows first-hand about what
it means to serve, having been
tortured for nearly five-and-a-half
yearn by the North Vietnamese,
McCain knows the cost when it
comes to sending people’s children
to die, and th at certainly rives his
opinion a great deal of validity on
national security.
It’s also refreshing to know th at if
McCain is elected president, he has
a history of being cordial and com
municative with the Democratic
party. While his chief opponent M itt
Romney engages in nasty political
attack ads, McCain’s been able to
Imaintaifofos i n h ^
be the next president, that’s one
concern we w on\ have to frirt over.
Given the disastrous public
opinion of the Bush presidency, it’s
not a stretch to assume that th e :
Democrats will tighten their con
tini of Congress in the November
election.
Therefore, any Republican presi
dent must be able to work with
both parties in concert toward the
goal th at is most important: the
well-being of the American public;

While it’s safe to assume M cCain’s run to the party’s endorsement, Obama and Clinton will likely engage in a neck-and-neck race for
the rest of the season. Differences will fly between them on such vital issues as the sagging economy, war in Iraq and abortion rights,
but certain values of national unity, trustworthy government and effective leadership must return to the forefront of American politics
after an eight-year hiatus. The students of Montclair State University, along with the rest of the country and world, eagerly stand wit
ness to the upcoming events of this election season as history unfolds.
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Hall Only House Freshmen?

YES.

Next year,
Bohn Hall
will exclu
sively house
freshmen.
This is not
only a prac
tical adjust
ment, but a
beneficial
one as well.
IRMINGARD
The
dorm
MAYER
currently
COLUMNIST
houses
a
— "—“ majority of
freshmen
anyway. The few sophomores who do live
in Bohn are mostly there because they reg
istered late for housing or transferred from
another school.
If you ask most students, they largely pre
fer Blanton over Bohn. Blanton has suitestyle rooms, more space, fewer floors and
a cafeteria,. Sophomores should be granted
seniority and have the first selection of these
rooms.
This is not to say that Blanton should
be sophomore-exclusive. Rather, Blanton
should be mostly occupied by second-year
students with a few lucky freshmen mixed
in. Just as Clove Road and the Village apart
ments house upperclassmen, Blanton should
house sophomores over freshmen.
Although I have stated that Blanton is a
nicer hall in general, Bohn is more appeal
ing to first-year students in many ways.
Many incoming freshmen are part of learn
ing communities. With freshmen spread out
between different dorms, this makes
it difficult to reach out to peers.
Living in the same dorm, students
can easily borrow textbooks, work on
class projects and study for finals.
There is also more of a community
feeling in Bohn Hall. This is largely
due to the fact that residents must
share a bathroom on each floor. This
may seem like a negative aspect, but
from the majority of students I know,
it isn’t so bad. There is a lock code on
each floor for privacy, sinks in the
dorm rooms and bathrooms that are
cleaned and restocked every morn
ing.
Many freshmen don’t have the
money to spend on bathroom sup
plies or the time to clean. Can all you
upperclassmen recall the condition of
your bathrooms in Blanton on moveout day? Not so sanitary, I’m guess
ing.
Bohn is also highly appealing
because it is in a more social area of
campus. With fewer sophomores in
Bohn, more freshmen from Freeman
could move in. As a former Freeman
resident, I can personally attest to the
benefits this would have. Freeman is
on the other side of the world.
I remember only seeing Bohn or

Blanton residents at dinnertime, when they
would travel south for our “fine cuisine.”
However, we might as well have been attend
ing a different university altogether.
The Bohn/Blanton quad is a great place
for underclassmen to socialize. On warm
days, the girls would lie out to tan and
the guys would throw footballs around. A
lot of events are held in this area, and it’s
close to the main campus and the Student
Center. People also socialize by leaving their
doors open in the hall to meet neighbors.
This atmosphere makes it much easier for
incoming freshmen to adjust to the college
environment.
As for upperclassmen who wish to live
in Bohn but won’t be allowed, I can only
say that this new arrangement is more
beneficial to freshmen. First-year students
can have a difficult time adjusting to col
lege, especially at a commuter school like
Montclair. Building a community in Bohn
can be one positive way to alleviate the
downfalls of living on campus.
Many former Bohn residents will recall their
days in the dorm positively. An undoubtedly
strong community is .built while living in
such close quarters with so many people.
Most former residents probably would
say they wouldn’t want to go back to Bohn.
However, they may also say they don’t regret
living there at all. In my four years at
Montclair State University, I cannot say
I’ve ever recited this phrase before. But
this time, I think Residential Education &
Services is on to something.

Irmingard Mayer, a communications major, is in
her first year as columnist for The Montclarion.
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NO.

I personally
have called
Bohn Hall
«
my home
for all four
semesters I
have attend
ed Montclair
S t a t e
University.
This will not
be
the case
ROBERT
for my fifth,
AITKEN
as Bohn will
OPINION EDITOR
only house
freshmen
next fall.
Every single year, the freshman class is
the largest group of students at Montclair. In
order to adjust them to college life, first-year
students are placed into multiple classes
together based on their majors.
These learning communities are a great
way to build friendships and study groups.
Housing them together, however, will not
have the same effect.
The only non- frosh in the building would
be resident assistants, who will be called
community assistants beginning next fall.
We all need to face the facts: 700 freshmen
running rampant in Bohn Hall is not exactly
something anyone should look forward to.
Just imagine those first few days after
move-in. Freshmen will go completely crazy
and Bohn will be in pandemonium.
Don’t forget about specific majors that
will have most classes on the opposite side of
campus. Students who will utilize Life Hall

and the John Cali School of Music, currently
under construction, will be forced to hike all
the way across campus just to get to class.
Bohn Hall has always been one of the
more popular residence halls on the campus
of Montclair State. Making it freshmanonly would only disappoint some of the
upperclassmen that have liked living in
the tallest residence hall at Montclair State
University.
And since when have freshmen got
ten preference on housing anyway?
Upperclassmen have had a difficult enough
time as it is trying to hold on to housing from
year to year. Eliminate an entire residence
hall for upperclassmen, and it will be just as
easy to find housing as it is to find a parking
spot on campus.
This decision will only trickle down to
problems with other people in other places.
Sophomores and juniors would be stuck
in the dreaded LaQuinta Inn, which gets
picked during housing applications like the
fat kid for a basketball pick-up game. Any
respect that upperclassmen have earned
over the years will go out the window when
this happens.
The campus seems to be leaning toward the
segregation of residence halls based upon
certain demographics. Webster Hall already
opens its doors to only women.
Bohn would become the second residence
hall to accept only certain people regardless
of their number of credits. Some floors are
specific to majors or genders, but this will
get ridiculous if it keeps going.
Where will this end? Perhaps there will
only be physical education majors in Blanton
so they can be close to the Rec. Center when
it opens. They might as well restrict Stone
Hall to sophomores. The housing
situation is, instead, creating resi
dence cliques with nowhere to go
for stragglers.
Since when did this university
embrace the idea of using residence
halls as a means of separating this
campus? Instead, Montclair State
needs to do what it should be doing
all along: bringing the students
together.
The class of 2012 will be granted
exclusive rights to Bohn Hall in
September, only to release that
right to the next freshman class the
year after. I believe that I speak for
all current students, who will all
be upperclassmen next year; these
freshmen do not deserve their own
building. With all of the headaches
dealt with on a daily basis, mak
ing our fives even harder at the
expense of the newest Red Hawks
is an insult.
Bohn belongs to all of us and not
just some people, especially if those
people are freshmen.

Robert Aitken, an English major, is in
his first year as Opinion Editor o f
Lou Cunningham | The M on tclarion The Montclarion.
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An Alumna’s Letter to
Dr. Susan A. Cole
s a recent grad and form er M ontclarion News
Editor, I would like to
- M
ask w hy P resid en t S usan
m
A. Cole w asn’t present
a t th e SGA m eeting last
m
Wednesday, or w h eth er
she’s m ade any sta te 
m ents concerning the
situation. This m eeting
w as vital, of course, in th a t there' was
th e possibility th a t th e SGA w as going
to unfreeze T he M ontclarion’s budget.
B eing th a t th e situ atio n w as in v ari
ous new spapers, including well-known
nam es like T he N ew York T im es, The
S ta r L edger an d th e H erald N ew s, not
to m ention m any college new spapers
an d a spot on ABC News, th e re ’s no
doubting th e im portance of th e prob
lem a t hand.
Q uite frankly, as a university we
should be em barrassed th a t th ro u g h 
out th is en tire controversy, she h a sn ’t
m ade h erself available, especially since
it concerns th e two m ost im p o rtan t or
ganizations on cam pus — one w hich'
governs th e stu d en ts an d one which
inform s th e students.
W hile I u n d ersta n d th a t th e signifi
cance of th e situ atio n m ay seem m inute
com pared to th e trem endous responsi
bilities someone of h e r position has, I
would like to stress how im p o rtan t it
is th a t th e very stu d en ts who strive to
m ake th is cam pus b e tte r know they
have th e full support of th e sole person
who is th e face and spokesperson of the
university, in hopes th a t she reads th is
letter.
W hether Cole could have aided or
ended th e issue isn ’t my. concern. Both
organizations are composed of m em bers
who a te adults, an d I’m confident th e
m a tte r will be settled in a civil, m atu re
m anner. A lthough both organizations
did have th e support an d presence of
o th er adm inistrators, including D ean
Rose M ary Howell an d Dr. K aren P en
nington, who are always a delight and
very helpful, it would have been nice to

see th e university’s presiden t am ong
all th e m edia and law yers th a t w ere
a t th e m eeting.
W ith all due respect, a 10-m inute
appearance would have sufficed. For
m er New York City M ayor Rudy G iu
liani w as one of th e g re atest leaders
in history, an d in his book L eader
ship, one learn s th a t, even du rin g th e
busy schedule he h ad as m ayor of th e
g re atest city in th e world (including
Sept. 11), if a situ atio n arose th a t was
detrim en tal to his sta ff an d th e very
people who helped him keep th e city
running, you bet th ey got his full sup
port an d an appearance a t th e least.
U nder Cole’s adm inistration, my
four , an d a h a lf years a t M SU have
been undoubtedly beneficial. I’ve
m ade g re at friends w hile gettin g a
good education, an d w as a p a rt of a
fan tastic organization th a t essen
tially m ade m e realize w h a t career
p a th to take, an d I’ve succeeded th u s
far. For th a t, she should be thanked.
T h at’s not to say h e r presence on
cam pus isn’t lax.
As a stu d en t who w as heavily in 
volved on cam pus, I can* say th a t m ost
of m y peers (and some of m y professors)
hard ly knew who she is or w h a t shelooks like. W hile th is could be th e ir own
fault, th e re ’s no doubt th a t m ore effort
could have been m ade on h e r p art. S tu 
d en ts need a n au th o ritativ e figure who
can set a n example, especially someone
like Cole, an d MSIFS age-old excuse
of “no other university does th is” gets
m ore tirin g by th e m om ent. P erh ap s by
being th ere for th e stu d e n t body, Cole
can set a n exam ple for o th er universi
ties as well.
Since m y freshm an y ear h ere in
2003, th e cam pus h a s thriv ed and im 
proved trem endously aesthetically, and
I’m well aw are th a t such accom plish
m ents a re due to th e tim e she’s p u t in.
B ut because she’s a leader who tak es
g re at pride in th e grow th an d develop
m ent of th is university, I don’t th in k it
would be too. m uch for h e r to m ake her-

CHANTAL
GABEL
C O LU M N IS T
self m ore available to th e stu d en ts, and
p erh ap s both organizations could ben
efit (especially in situ atio n s like these)
from having a p resid en t who cares
m ore about stu d en t life and interaction
th a n aesthetics.
I would like to add th a t T he M ont
clarion h a s m y full support, a n d I urge
MSU’s ad m in istratio n to le t th em be
th e ir own entity. This will allow both
T he M ontclarion and th e SGA to do
th e ir v o luntary jobs to th e best of th e ir
abilities. Feuds betw een both organiza
tions have been going on for years, and
it isn’t any good for th ese stu d en ts to
force th e ir educations into th e back
se a t w hile th ey spend over five hours
a t weekly m eetings to settle financial
disputes like these.

Chantal Gabel, cla ss o f 2007, served as News
Editor of The Montclarion during the
2005-2006 academic year.

Q u estion o f th e Week:
Who did you vote for in Tuesday’s primaries? Why?
Donald Reid
Junior
General
Hum anities

would've vote for
Obama so w e could
have the 1st black
president.**
u

\

Aisleigh Riley
Senior
English

*Mitt Romney be
cause I think I can
trust him and he is
pro-life.**

Alicia Torres
Freshm an
Psychology

voted for Obama
because I strongly
believe in his views
on education and
immigration.**
u

\

Brendan Riley
Sophomore
Political
Science

voted for Mitt
Romney because he
is more conserva
tive than McCain or
Huckabee.**
u

\
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Crossword
ACROSS
Youth grp.
Took seats
Consecrates
Capp and
Capone
15 “The Sopranos”
producer
16 Make like new
17 Roped
19 Singer Cash
20 4/15 payment
for some
22 Fixed
23 Plus feature
24 Shamus
26 Fathers
30 Knight’s title
31 Slaughter in
Cooperstown
33 Gun maker
34 Polished
37 Bath’s river
39 Yucatan uncle .
40 Thuribles
42 Wearing away
44 Southern
constellation
45 Easy marks
47 Wistful
48 Small fries
50 Parts of a byte
52 Lie. to pull teeth
53 Slammin’
Sammy
55 Strike lightly
56 Racers on
runners
59 Child’s toy
61 Ump’s request
63 Of a creative
nature
67 Aircraft £ _
68 Manage
69 “Xanadu” band
70 JFK data
71 Provided the
food for
72 FDR or JFK
73 Concorde, e.g.
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14
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17
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Brothers Watt
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32

11
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27.
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49 Provocative
comedy
51 Disunited
54 God of thunder
57 Pieces for two
58 Fat avoiderof
rhyme
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Meat paste
Narrative story
Org.
Clean air grp.
Ran into
Shown the
way

by William Wilson
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8
7

26

30
34

6

18

20
23

5
4

6 Until now
7 yow, it’s cold!
8 folstoy and
Durocher
9 Double curves
10 Having no
motion
11 Abel to Adam
12 European eagle
13 Visualize
18 Big mugs
21 TV’s warrior
princess
25 River refuge
27 Cookers with
spits
28 “Silas Marner”
author
29 Boulder
32 Ilk
DOWN
34 Emulates Ella
1 Light wood
35 Wading bird
2 Tall one’s
36 Colorless
nickname
38 High-end retailer
3 Murder for
41 Expectorate
political motives 43 Crablike mover
4 Wingtip holders 46 Not-so-educated
guess
5 Shelter a fugitive
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Child Care Wanted
era

M ontclair fam ily with
6-year-old tw ins seeks
a babysitter from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 a.m. every
morning to put the chil
dren on the bus and from
2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays. Pay rate:
$14/hour. Car required.
Please call (973)744-4343
or e-mail: corinne_le_
goff@hotmail.com.
Seeking part-time baby
sitter for 2-year-old
in Montclair. Approxi
mately 5 hrs/wk; flexible
hours, can work around
class schedule. Call
(646)734-5470 or e-mail
Ie ri 7@columbia.edu.______

THE MONTCLARIOn

Help Wanted
Female student needed
for room w ith a nice
roommate at edge of
campus. $430/month utili
ties included. Internet
and cable available. Now
thru May. Summer rooms
available. Call for info
973-778-1504

needs a
web designers] to design and code a website
to replace the current website.
Anyone interested should CONTACT OUR

PRODUCTION MANAGER. AARON AT
MSUPRODUCTIONd>GMAILCOM

Female club dancer to
perform w/percussionist
in N.J./N.Y. area. If you can
dance on stage and beat
on a drum, contact Bongo
Jack (201)906-3589.
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Physicians Dedicated to
Excellence in Dermatology™

A text m e s s a g e from the
Am e rica n A c a d e m y of Derm atology.

Seek And You
Shall Score
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The Princeton Review offers Classroom Courses and Small Group Tutoring

I V F of
NorthJersey
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE I V F O F N O R T H J E R S E Y IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

African-American donors are IN DEMAND!!
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $8000.00.

right at Montclair State University. Convenient schedules, expert instructors,
advanced online resources and guaranteed score improvement*
Classes start soon. Call today for details.

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
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Princeton
Review

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated w ith The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review and
The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc., which is not affiliated w ith Princeton University. *See PrincetonReview.com for details
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We have some solutions that might he easier
than you think. We’re the National Endowment
for Financial Education, a nonprofit foundation
with nothing to sell and a lot to tell. For over 30
years, we’ve helped people ju st like you get smart
about their money. Come to us for sound advice
and practical information on how to start achieving
all your financial goals. For everything from
getting out of debt to managing your money wisely
to saving for the future - we’re here to help,

www . smartaboutmoney . o r g

lt*s time to get smart about your money.
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Legendary Coach Steps Down
A Look at Bob Knight's Controversial Resignation
a gold medal in the 1984 Olympics. He did
not recieve a njedal himself as only play
ers recieve that
honor.
It was almost a
perfect season for
Indiana in 1975,
who lost only
once the entire
season.
The
dream actually
became a reality
the next year, as
Indiana finished
a 32-0 season
with a National
Championship.
Since this team,
no other men’s
college basket
ball team has
gone undefeated
for an entire sea
son.
Knight’s 43year coaching
career has been
filled with count
less controver
sies th at have
attempted to soil
the name of this
w ell-resp ected
man.
courtesy o f suburbanchicagonews.com
Reports from
Bob Knight stepped down from his position as head coach of the Texas Tech Red
former players
Raiders on Monday, walking away from a coaching career that produced the
portray Knight
highest win total in N CAA history.
as abusive and
physical with his players, including an inci
National Championships.
Knight also led the U.S. National team to dent where he allegedly choked a player due

ries, 24 NCAA Tournament appearances,
11 conference championships and three

Robert Aitken
O pinion Editor

After more than 40 years of coaching
basketball, one of college sports’ most famous
names is calling it quits, for now at least.
On Monday night, after his Texas Tech
club was victorious over Oklahoma State,
Hall of Fame coach Bob Knight shockingly
resigned, effective immediately. The legend
ary coach will be known mostly for his short
temper, which led to countless ejections and
post-game sound bites.
Prior to all of that, Knight was a reserve
point guard at Ohio State from 1959-1962,
including the 1961 National Championship
team. After graduating college, Knight was
an assistant coach at a high school for a year
before enlisting in the Army.
Knight began his college coaching career
with the Black Knights of the United States
Military Academy in 1963. After two seasons
as an assistant coach, Knight became the
head coach at Army in 1965 at the ripe age
of 24.
He won 102 games in charge of the team
at West Point, with four post-season appear
ances, all in the NIT (National Invitational
Tournament). It was with the Army that
Knight developed the nickname of T h e
General.”
The school most associated with Knight,
however, is Indiana University. In 1971,
Knight became head coach and wasted little
time in building a national powerhouse.
In just his second season with the team,
Indiana reached the Final Four of the NCAA
Tournament.
In his 29 seasons at the helm of the
Hoosiers, Knight led his team to 661 victo-

The world needs
* like you...

...in the field of Public Health.
B io sta tistics * E n v iro n m e n ta l & O ccu p a tio n a l H ealth H ea lth E d u ca tio n • E p id e m io lo g y | H ea lth P o licy
U rb an H ea lth • D e n ta l P u b lic H ea lth
Join us in th e field o f public health by enrolling in a g rad uate program a t th e UMDNJSchool o f Public H ealth, \l\fe o ffe r master's and doctoral degrees, and certificate program s
in a variety o f public health concentration areas. O ur School provides affo rd ab le , high
q u ality education designed to accom m odate both full-tim e students and w o rkin g
professionals. Public health is a broad, dynam ic and grow ing fie ld w ith m eaning ful career
opportunities. Explore th e possibilities. V isit our w eb site, http://sph.umdnj.edu, or call one
o f our th re e campuses today.

Newark

973-972-7212

Piscataway/New Brunswick

Stratford/Camden

732-235-4646

856-566-2790

UMDNJ
't f l l i t l SC H O O O
§
PUB IC H E A T H

sph.umdnj.edu

University of Medicine and Dentistry of NewJersey
Sponsored by the University.of M edicine and Dentistry o f New Jersey in cooperation with
Rutgers, The State University o f New Jersey and New Jersey Institute o f Technology.

to “lack of respect.”
This led to the eventual dismissal of
Knight in September 2000, much to the dis
may of many Knight fans.
After a season away from coaching,
Knight became coach of Texas Tech in 2001.
That year, the Red Raiders made the NCAA
Tournament for the first time since 1996. In
his seventh season with the team, Knight
resigned from the team in favor of his son,
Pat Knight. Knight resigned during the year
in order to help his son become situated and
used to coaching sooner, rather than before
the beginning of a season.
All in all, Knight has a career record
of 902-371, a winning percentage of .708
and the most career wins by any coach in
the NCAA. Tennessee women’s coach Pat
Summit has 966 career victories. However,
with 175 of those wins taking place before
Tennessee was an NCAA team, Summit only
has 791 NCAA wins, a long way away from
the General’s record.
Before anyone is ready to wave goodbye to
this coaching legend, hold your horses. Keep
in mind that Knight has not retired just yet.
All he has done is resign.
He has been out of coaching before. Many
critics thought Knight would never coach
again after being fired from Indiana.
It is safe to say that this is all Bob Knight
will do this season and perhaps next season
as well. To say that Knight, age 67, is done
for good, however, is just not certain.
Knight once said, “When my time on
Earth is gone, and my activities here are
past, I want them to bury me upside down,
and my critics can kiss my ass.” It seems as
if Knight may be gone until his wish can
finally be granted.
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Who holds th e Women’s B asketball record for
m ost points scored in a career? ______

K e n D u d ley
G u a r d - M e n ’s B a s k e t b a l l
D u d ley w a s n a m e d NJAC P la y er o f
t h e W e e k f o r h is p e r f o r m a n c e in t h e
LAST TWO MSU VICTORIES VERSUS
R a m a po a n d Ru t g e r s - C a m d en , He
AVERAGED 2 0 .5 POINTS A GAME AND HAD
THREE ASSISTS AND FIVE STEALS.

Last Week’s Answer
M en’s B asketball scored over 90 points in th eir wins against
P hiladelphia Bible (108-64) and B erkeley C ollege (97-28).
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FOR THE FOURTH TIME.
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This Week
2/9 vs. Rowan 2 p.m.

2/9 vs. Rowan 4 p.m.

Last Week
2/2 MSU 75, Rutgers-Camden 73

Last Week
2/2 MSU 69, Rutgers-Camden 46

This Week
2/9 @ Penn State 10:15 p.m.
Last Week
2/1- MSU 3, NYU 5
2 /2 -MSU 6 ,UMASS2

This Week
2/9 @William Paterson 1 p.m.
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ew England Patriots
quarterback
Tom
Brady scoffed at the
notion of his team only scor
ing 17 points during Sunday's
Super Bowl against the New
York Giants. The Giants served
New England a giant plale of
crow, holding the Patriots to 14
poinis during the contest.
A sid e from the pageantry of
the pre-game and halftime festiv
ities, the Super B o w l game ilsell
provided plenty of excitement
for ihose w h o paid thousands
to attend in person and the m i l 
lions watching at home.
Fhe game w as everything a
Super B o w l should be and more.
Il was a low-scoring at fair, s h o w 
ing the defensive prowess of
both teams. I he Giants' defense
shone just a little more than
that of their New I ngland court
teiparts, putting non-stop pres
sure on Brady up until the final
drive.

But more than anything, this
game will be remembered for
the epic 12-play, 83-yard drive
the Giants made during the final
two minutes of the game to take
the lead, 17-14, and the NFL
Championship. The play where
Giants quarterback Eli Manning
evaded a sack and the oncoming
Patriots defense to connect with
Monti lair native David Tyree,
who held the ball against his
helmet as he hit the ground, will
go down as one of the greatest in
Ni l history.
rhe Giants' victory has been
overshadowed by the complete
lack oi ( kiss showed by Patriots
coach Bill Bel ¡check, who walked
off the Mold with one second
remaining in the game, aban
doning his team as they lost.
All cases of poor sportsmanship
aside, the real story here is one
of the greatest upsets in football
history, and the host game' ot the
2008 Nl l season.
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A & E Editor
Whiit would yon do if you had $90,000 to
spend a second?
The answer's easy — you'd go and buy yourself
a Super Bowl ad, of course. Don't think you could
bargain your way out of this one, though. If you
want at least half a minute on air, you're going to
have to fork over the $2.7 million it costs. Don't
put it on your credit card.
But, if your ads are as good as the ones that
aired during Super Bowl XLII, then you need not
fret; you'll make up the money in no time when
people rush out to buy your stuff.
The ads for the Forty-second Super Bowl were a
great resuscitation from last year's failure, making
the experience as a whole enjoyable for all (hey,
if you weren't rooting for the Giants, then I can't
help you).
Among the best commercials were, surprisingly,
the Budweiser ads, which stole the commercial
"show." Despite their crappy beer (where in the
world do they get the money to spit out Super
Bowl ads like babies out of a cannon?), their ads,
though sometimes stupid, were catchy and, for
the most part, witty enough to grab the viewers'
attention. My favorites? W ill Ferrell sporting a
sexy '70s gym suit, Carlos Mencia getting owned

by the Indian geek, the Rocky horse with the dalmatian, the Geico caveman and a cat catching on
fire. Budweiser has come a long way since asking
"W AZAAAAAP?"
Also popular were the Pepsi ads which featured
a lot of interesting celebrity appearances. There
was no way a viewer could fall asleep watching
the Pepsi Max commerical with Missy Elliott and
Chris Rattan, who begged actors to stop bouncing
their heads stupidly to the Nightatthe Roxbury hit
"What Is Love?" Also on the faves list was Justin
Timberlake, who was magnetized and dragged
through a city because "Pepsi w ill let you have
whatever you want" (with a cameo appearance by
SNL actor Andy Samberg!)
But fear not, Coca-Cola drinkers - in the second
half, your beverage conquered Stewie and Brian
Griffin and was saved by a scary, smiling Charlie
Brown. This commercial was possibly in the top
five for the night.
Something to consider at this year's Super Bowl
Commercial show was the abundance of websitebased commercials, such as careerbuilder.com
and etrade.com. The web industry is, without a
question, flourishing if they can dish up the money
to air sometimes multiple ads. The greatest thing?

Their commercials have good ideas behind them.
Careerbuilder.com urges you to follow your heart
(and theirs) as it hastily storms out of a dead-end
job, and the talking baby of E-trade strikes strings
similar to Quiznos' persuasion techniques long
ago. The talking baby is totally cute.
Not all the great commercials were part of a
series, though. Tide got its word in with a talking
coffee stain that overpowered an already weak
job candidate. Guys got more than just football as
a sexy Victoria's Secret model reminded them that
Valentine's Day is around the corner. And FedEx
made their point by making us realize how awful
the shipping industry would be if left to the charge
of apocalyptic-sized pigeons for heavy deliveries
(you can use a smaller pigeon to ship that bra
from the aforementioned Victoria's Secret plug).
And we, of course, can't forget the lineup of
trailers for many highly anticipated movies coming
up in 2008 like Iron Man, jumper, Leatherheads
(with John Krasinski and George Clooney?) and of
course, my favorite, I t all-E.
Finally, a Super Bowl season that lived up to its
purpose. Now, tell me, who won again?
Right. The Giants.

Tom Brady wasn’t the only heartbreaker at Super Bowl XUI. Tom Petty
delivered the classics as America took a much-needed breather from
one of the most anticipated NFL Championship jgames in history. The j r
Giants in the second half, as if inspired by a twist on a lyrical Petty ¿T
maxim, pulled through for a momentous victory. Even the under- #

Their four-song set list was not surprising — the melodic 1
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age gap.
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The stage design was a pleasant complement to
the set. The band played on a stage shaped like the
modern Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers logo — a
red heart, pierced by a Gibson Flying V. It was just
the right field décor for the third in a series of safeside classic rock halftime acts (preceded in the
years since the Janet-Justin moment that shook
the world by Paul McCartney, the Rolling Stones
and Prince).
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To those who were turned off by the debut of Petty’s neo-Willie Nelson beard, it is not a sign of rapid aging for
the 57-year-old veteran frontman. Petty and the boys are still sharp, which cannot be said for all of tneir rock and
roll contemporaries. Props to the Fox executive who realized that Toni Petty would not only be an important recur
ring character on King of the Hill, but a killer 2008 Super Bowl halftime performer.
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Garrabrant Doubles Up on R.U.Senior Scores Double-Double as Red Hawks Defeat Raptors 69-46 on the Road
Bobby Melok
Sports Editor

The Montclair State Women’s
Basketball team had yet to find
their groove on the road this sea
son going into Saturday’s game
at Rutgers-Camden. They found
themselves with a-2-3 record away
from Panzer Gym.
However, thanks to a brilliant
performance from senior Jessica
Garrabrant, the Red Hawks were
able to even out their road record
at 3-3 with a 69-46 victory over the
Scarlet Raiders.
Three MSU players scored
double digits during the victoiy.
Garrabrant finished, the night
with a double-double, picking
up 12 points and 13 rebounds.
Teammates Catherine Cristino
and Marianne McGovern scored
11 and 10 points, respectively.
The Red Hawks fell behind 20 early, letting a lay-up score in
the early seconds, but they would
recover quickly, gaining the lead
after a free throw by Amy Bonk
and a basket by Cristino.
That put the Red Hawks ahead
by one, 3-2. They never gave up

that lead.
Montclair State extended their
lead to 20 by the end of the first
half, 37-17, and showed no signs of
letting up.
The Red Hawks extended their
lead to 30 points at one point dim
ing the second half.
Thanks to 15 points coming off
turnovers, and 17 points off the
bench, the Red Hawks had no trou
ble sealing their victory.
The win put Montclair State
at 12-8 on the season, with a 5-4
conference record, putting them
at third place in the NJAC North
Division heading into Saturday’s
match-up against Rowan.
The game is a part of the
Women’s Basketball Coaches
Association’s “Think Pink” initia
tive. The aim of “Think Pink” is to
raise awareness of breast cancer on
the court and in the community.
All proceeds from the game will
be donated to the Breast Cancer
Fund.
Attendees are encouraged to
wear pink to show support for the
cause. The game tips off at 2 p.m.
this Saturday, Feb. 9 at Panzer
Gym.
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Where Have All the Good Players Gone?
Why Do New Jersey's Division I Schools Fail to Attract the State's Best Players?
Jake Del Mauro
Staff Writer

When Charles Dickens wrote,
“It was the best of times; it was
the worst of times,’’ he must have
been predicting the future of New
Jersey basketball.
At the start of Monday, three
New Jersey high schools were in
the USA Tbr/ayTop 25 poll, with all
three in the top 10 — St. Anthony’s
in first, St. Benedict’s in third arid
St. Patrick’s in 10th.
v Also on Monday, only two teams
in Division 1 College Basketball in
this state had a record over .500
17-6 Rider and 15-7 Seton Hall.
FDU and Monmouth are third to
last and second to last in their
division, respectively; NJIT is 0-24,
on the verge of being one of three
teams in the last 50 years not to
win.
Princeton is 5-12; Rutgers is
2-8 in the Big East and is second
to last in the conference; and St.
Peter’s is 5-17.
How can a state so rich in high
school talent be so poor in D-l col

lege hoops? Well, take a look at the
statistics:
According to Rivals.com, since
02-03, there have been 46 prospects
in their Top 150 from the Garden
State. Eleven of them have gone
to schools in this state — only a
24 percent rate. The state has let
such talent go as Luol Deng and
Joakim Noah, both of whom are
now in the NBA.
J.R. Smith is in the Association,
as is Andrew Bynum. Now, all of
those but Noah went right to the
pros, but what about the rest of the
best?
Daryl Watkins and Terrence
Roberts both went on to play at
Syracuse, while Mike Nardi was on
the Villanova team that went to the
Elite 8 in the 2005-2006 season.
Montclair’s own . Brandon
Costner went to Seton Hall Prep,
yet went to college at NC State and
is thriving there now.
In 06-07, New Jersey .lost two
pairs of stars to two. separate
schools, both in the Big East, the
same conference as Rutgers and
Seton Hall.

Louisville got Earl Clack and
Derrick Caracter and the West
Virginia Moutaineers picked up
Desean Butler and Wellington
Smith.
Last year, the state lost both
Corey Fisher and Corey Stokes to
Villanova.
So, why is this happening?
Since the same time frame as
the high school rankings (1997),
New Jersey has not been in any
Final Fours.
■ Coincidence? I think not. New
Jersey has had 18 teams in the top
25 in high school in the same time
span, third only to California and
New York, respectively.
Kansas has been to the Final
Four twice, and they have had no
teams in the HS top 25; neither
has UConn, and they have won two
Championships.
The University of Florida has
two championships also, and Noah
was there for both of them, win
ning the MOP in the 2006 one.
With all of those in-state prod
ucts, you could have built a pipe
line system and won yourself a

national championship or two.
What can New Jersey schools
do to prevent losing this talent?
Well, for one, they could build up
their facilities. The RAC has 8,000
seats inside their arena. Kansas’
Allen Field house seats 16,300.
Seton Hall was lucky it had
Continental Airlines Arena, and
now calls the Prudential Center
home, or else it would probably be
in the same boat as R.U.
They need to coax these kids
into being the ones who carry 'their
schools to the top and lead New
Jersey out of the college cellar.
Give Montclair State alum
Fred Hill and Seton Hall’s Bobby
Gonzalez time, and, using that for
mula, maybe New Jefsey can save
face and build some winners at the
D-l level.
Seton Hall has been to one
championship and lost. That is the
only team to get there from this
state, ever.
Keeping those players in state
will see these teams advancing
further and further along in the
NQ\A tpum am ent., ,

